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Industrial processes may be continuously monitored by instruments under control of micropro- 
cessors. Thus the data are usually obtained in the form of sets of (continuous) curves over certain 
time intervals. This paper presents a method of estimating regression parameters in terms of the 
sample paths from independent stochastic processes. Time integrated least squares estimators of 
the parameters are obtained which are unbiased, translation invariant, consistent and asymptoti- 
cally jointly normal. Since technically it is difficult to compute these estimators, using analog-to- 
digital conversion of continuous processes which are time sampled at regular intervals, optimal 
approximations of the estimators are considered which are very easily computable and their 
asymptotic properties are appended. 
time integrated process * regression parameters * sample paths of stochastic processes 
Introduction 
Industrial processes may be continuously monitored by instruments under control 
of microprocessors. Thus the data are usually obtained in the form of sets of 
(continuous) curves over certain time intervals (i.e., the sample paths of the stochastic 
processes). This paper presents a method of estimating regression parameters in 
terms of the sample paths from independent stochastic processes. In Section 2 time 
integrated least squares estimators of the parameters are obtained. In Theorem 1 
they are shown to be unbiased, translation invariant, consistent in mean square 
sense, and asymptotically jointly normal. 
But in practice it is difficult to compute any functionals based on these continuous 
(at least in time) sample paths. Thus one has to resort to analog-to-digital conversion 
of continuous processes which are usually time sampled at regular intervals. In 
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Section 3 optimal approximations of the regression estimators are obtained which 
are easily computable. In Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 they are shown to be asymptoti- 
cally unbiased, &-consistent, and asymptotically jointly normal. In Section 4, 
estimation of the drift parameter is considered. 
1. Mathematical models 
Let Y,(t), . . . , YN (t), 0 G t 4 1, be N (22) independent stochastic processes such 
thatfori=l,...,N, 
Y,(t)=(cu+px,)g(t)+&,(t), Octs1, (1) 
where a! and /3 are unknown real parameters, xls are known real regression constants 
that are not all equal, g is a known real-valued measurable non-random function 
satisfying 
O< Ilgllz<~ (2) 
(we denote I] * (I2 = {Ii (. (t))* dt}“‘), and c,(t), i = 1, . . . , N, is a process with station- 
ary and independent increments and satisfies 
Ei(0) = 0, I( ci )I2 < ~0 with probability 1, (3) 
E[Bi( t)] = at, Var[ .si( t)] = bt, (4) 
COV(E,(S), .si(t)) = b min(s, t), 0s s, td 1, (5) 
where a and b are known real numbers with b > 0. 
We aim at estimating (Y and p based on the sample paths of Y,(t), . . . , YN(t). 
Note that if e;(t) is the standard Brownian motion process (resp., Poisson process, 
inverse Gaussian process; cf. Wasan, 1968), then (3) is satisfied, and (4)-(5) are 
satisfied with a = 0 and b = 1 (resp., a = b > 0, a = 1). For simplicity and without 
loss of generality we assume that a = 0 and b = 1 in (4)-(5) (otherwise, we could 
consider bp”2( y(t) - at)) for the rest of the paper. 
2. Time integrated least squares estimators of (Y and fl 
For each fixed t let 
L(cy,P, r)= !Z [Y,(t)-(cu+Pxi)g(t)12. i=, 
The classical LSE’s of LY and p are obtained by minimizing L( (Y, p, t). In our present 
situation, it is natural to consider the average (in time) error sum of squares 
L(a, p) = j: L(cu, /3, t) dt and choose 4 and b such that L(&, p) = min,,p L((Y, p). 
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& and b will be called TILSE’s (time integrated least squares estimators) of LY 
and p. Solving the normal equations 
(6) 
we obtain (noting that (2)-(3) ensure (a/do) 5: = j; (~?jacu) and (a/a/3) 1‘: = ji (a/a/3)), 
p^=ll~lll~(~~,(~,-~)~)-‘~~,(x,-~) 5,: K(t)g(r)dr, (7) 
where x = N-’ Cr”;, xi. The estimators (7)-(g) possess some nice properties, as shown 
by the following result. 
Theorem 1. Under (l)-(5), we have: 
(i) E(G) = LY and E(p) = p, all a and p. 
(ii) Both 14 and 6 are translation invariant in the sense that for any known real 
numbers c and d, 
b(Y+((c+dx)g)=&Y)+d, (9) 
&(Y+(c+dx)g)=&(Y)+c, (10) 
where e^( Y + (c + dx)g) denotes the TILSE of 8, 8 = LY or ,!3, bused on the processes 
x(t)+(c+dx,)g(t), i= l,.. ., N. 
(iii) Var(cu^)= NP’Ilg11y4 C (xi-X) (,I, 
Var(b) = IlsllT"j ,i, (x.--3i)~1d~, 
where a’,=(G(l)-G)‘+((G-G((22 with G(t) = Ii g(s) ds, OS t s 1, and G = 
ji G(t) dt. Hence & and p^ are L,-consistent of a and p, respectively, provided that 
(iv) Assume that there exist 0 < A < ~0 and --CO < t_~ <CO such that as N + 00, 
(12) 
N-' 2 (x; -z)*+ A’, x+/-L. 
r=l 
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Then N”*(& -a, b--p) is asymptotically jointly normal ((0, 0), I(gll;4v&X), where 
-P/h* 
> l/h2 . 
Proof. By (2)-(S) (recall that we assumed a = 0 and b = 1) and using Fubini’s 
theorem and integration by parts, we have 
1 I 
E E,(t)dt) dt = Ee,( t)g( t) dt = 0, (13) 
(i 
I 
> 
2 
E ei(t)g(t) dt 
(I 
= E (i,,’ gW( i,]’ Et(t)&i(S)g(S) ds+ j,’ df)d.y)g(S) ds) dt} 
I 1 
z I i 
I 
s(t) sg(s) ds dt + rg(r)(G(I) - G(t)) dt 
0 0 I 0
=(G(1)-G)2+((G-G/(f=a~. (14) 
From (l), (7)-(8), and (13)-(14) we conclude (i) and (iii) quickly. (9) follows from 
(7), and (10) follows from (8) and (9). This proves (ii). 
We now prove (iv). Put s^ = & + $. Then Var( N”‘$) = llg)l y4a:; and E$ = a + @ 
by (i). By (iii) and (12), we have lim,,, Var( N”*b) = l(gJ/;4&h-2. Simple compu- 
tations indicate that Cov(& p) = 0 for all N 2 2. In view of Lemma 5.1 of Adichie 
(1967), (iv) will be proved if we show that N”*(& EI$ 6 - p) is asymptotically 
jointly normal ((O,O), )lg((24&.A), where 
A= 
But this is implied by the fact that for any real a, and a2, a, N”*($ - E$) + 
,. 
a,N”‘(P - p) is asymptotically normal (0, (UT + a:h -‘) (j g/l T4&), which can be seen 
from (12) and from Theorem V.1.2 of Hajek and Sidak (1967). 0 
3. Optimal approximations of & and p^ when g(t) = f 
In practice it is sometimes very difficult (e.g., when E~( t) is the standard Brownian 
motion process) to compute the realization of & and p^ due to the difficulty in 
computing j,!, Y’;( t)g( t) dt. Hence, we need to approximate & and p^ via approximat- 
ing the preceding integral by another suitable r.v. whose realization is easily compu- 
table. Quite often one uses a sum of equally spaced rectangular areas to approximate 
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the areas under a curve. Thus we shall consider r.v.‘s of forms CT”;, cV,(jc)g(jc), 
ma2, where O<cSm-‘. We aim at choosing c such that 
(I 
1 
R,= E Ei(f)dt) dt- ? csi(jc)djc) 
2 
(15) 
0 ,=I 1 
is minimized. Note that R,, is independent of i. 
By (2)-(S), Fubini’s theorem and integration by parts, we get 
( I 
1 
> 1 
;< 
E E,(h) Ei( t)g( t) dt = tg(t) dt+jc(G(l)-G(jc)) 
0 0 
i 
I’ 
=jcG(l)- G(t) dt, 
0 
which, together with (14), yields 
tc’ z g*(jc)j+2c' CC g(iC)g(jc)i. (16) 
,=L ,si<,cm 
From (16), it is clear that one hardly can solve the problem of minimizing R, without 
knowing the exact form of g. For the rest of this section, we shall confine ourselves 
to the case 
g(t)=t, Ost<1, 
because it is of practical interest and importance. 
(17) 
Lemma 1. Assume (3)-(5) and (17). Then R,. is minimized by choosing 
c*=3[(3m+1)(3m+2)]-I’*. 
Furthermore, 
R*=min R,=~{2-27m(m+1)(2m+1)[(3m+1)(3m+2)]~”*} 
(=0(l) as m+co). 
(18) 
Proof. For (17) we have G(t) =$f*, G =i and c& =&. It follows from (16) that 
R,=~-~c’m(m+1)(2m+l)+~c5m(m+1)(2m+1)(3m+1)(3m+2). 
Now setting dR,/dc = 0 and solving the equation for c, we obtain (18). The rest 
of the proof is straightforward. 0 
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Let us define for each O< cs rn-‘. 
(19) 
and 
G,(c)= 3Np' F c2 f jk;(jc) -_Tfim(c) 
1 j-, j=l I 
=3,1(~,(Xi-i)2)~'i~,(~~,Xt-Nx,r;)c2,~,j~(jc). (20) 
Theorem 2. Assume (l), (3)-(5) and (17). Then for each N 2 2 and m 3 2: 
(9 ~<~~t,,,Var(P^-~~(c))=Var(g_p,,,(c*))=9( f (xi-~1')~'R*, 
,=I 
=9NP1(;, (xi-+ j,x;R*. 
(ii) E/Zm(c*)=2-‘/Sm(m+1)(2m+1)(c*)3, 
E~~(c*)=2~1am(m+1)(2m+l)(~*)3. 
(iii) Varpm(c*)=3(c*)5m(m+1)(2m 
N 
x 1 x; 10N ; 
i=l A i=l 
where c” and R” are dejined in Lemma 1. 
+ 1)(2m2+2m+ 1) /c 10 ; (xi-q2 1 ) 
/ L I= 
t1)(2m2+2m+l) 
-I 
I J 
(Xi_Lq2 ) J 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 1 and routine computations. 0 
We now consider the case m = rN for some r > 0. From Theorems l-2 we have: 
Corollary 1. Assume (l), (3)-(5) and (17). Then for each r>O it holds us N-+KJ: 
(i) &N (c*)[brN(c*)] is asymptotically unbiased for a[@]. 
(ii) cG,~ (c*)&~(c*)] is L,-consistent for a[P] under (11). 
(iii) (rN)“‘(cTrN(c*)-a, p+,(c*)-/3) . IS asymptotically jointly normal ((0, 0), 4rZ) 
under (12), where E is given in Theorem l(iv). 
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Proof. (i)-(ii) are immediate. We now prove (iii). By (12) and Theorem 2(i)-(ii), 
we have as N + ~0. 
rNE(&,N(c*)-~)2+0, rNE(P",,(c*)-p)*+O, 
which in turn implies that for any real a, and a,, a,( rN)“*(&,,(c*)-cy) + 
u2( rN)“2(/?,N (c*)-j?) has the same limiting distribution as a,( rN)“‘( 6 - a) + 
u2(rN)“*(@ -p). The proof follows from Theorem l(iv) immediately. 0 
4. Example: Estimation of the drift parameter 
In this section we present an example to illustrate the theorems of Sections 2-3. 
We concentrate on the case p = 0 in (l), i.e., 
Y;(t)=ag(t)+ei(t), O<t<l, 
with g(f) and e,(t) satisfying conditions (2) through (5). 
Arguing analogously as in deriving (7)-(8), we obtain 
(21) 
1 
Y,(f)g(r) dc (22) 
which is the TILSE of a for the model (21). From (13)-(14) we easily get E& = a 
for all cy, Var & = N~111gll,4a~, 6 is translation invariant in the sense specified by 
(10) (with d =O), and &! is asymptotically normal ((Y, Var 6). 
We now consider the case (17) (if I, is the standard Brownian motion process, 
then LY is the drift parameter for the Brownian motion process Yi( t)). For this case, 
by Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, the optimal approximation of (22) is given by 
&,(c*) = 3N-‘,;, (c*)> : jy,(jc*) (23) 
j=l 
with 
Var(&-cu’,(c*))=9N-‘R”, 
Ecu”,(c*)=2-‘crm(m+1)(2m+l)(c*)’ 
and 
Var CY’,(~*)=3(~*)~m(m+1)(2m+1)(2m*+2m+1)/(10N) 
(c* and R” are given in Lemma 1). Furthermore, (23) possesses all the nice 
asymptotic properties stated in Corollary 1 (in our present situation, conditions 
(1 l)-( 12) are dropped, and (rN)“*( GrN (~*)--a) is asymptotically normal (0, 2 r)). 
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Remark. From Theorem l(iv) and Corollary l(iii), one could easily formulate 
asymptotic confidence intervals for a and p. 
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